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The Parametric Comparison Method (PCM, Guardiano & Longobardi 2005, Longobardi & Guardiano 2009) is grounded on the assumption that syntactic parameters are more appropriate than other traits for use as comparanda for historical reconstruction, because they are able to provide unambiguous correspondences and objective measurements, thus guaranteeing wide-range applicability and quantitative exactness. This article discusses a set of experiments explicitly designed to evaluate the impact of parametric syntax in representing historical relatedness, and performed on a selection of 26 contemporary Indo-European varieties. The results show that PCM is in fact able to correctly identify genealogical relations even from modern languages only, performing as accurately as lexical methods, and that its effectiveness is not limited by interference effects such as 'horizontal' transmission. PCM is thus validated as a powerful tool for the analysis of historical relationships not only on a long-range perspective (as suggested by Longobardi & Guardiano 2009), but even on more focused, though independently well-known domains.
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1. Introduction

The historical classification of Indo-European languages is traditionally based on the inspection of lexical entities (roots and grammatical morphemes) and of sound laws connecting cognate words crosslinguistically. In contrast, syntactic structures have rarely been regarded as encoding relevant genealogical information. Such supposed lack of parallelism between syntactic and lexical classification was most explicitly challenged in Longobardi & Guardiano (2009). That article used a
new taxonomic technique crucially based only on syntax, namely the Parametric Comparison Method (PCM), which is built on the insights of modern generative theory. Its main claim is that even syntax codes for phylogenetic history once a sufficient number of characters is considered.

The possibility of a Parametric Comparison Method was first exposed in Longobardi (2003). In Guardiano & Longobardi (2005), it was shown that the analysis of a few languages in terms of PCM could satisfy certain conceptual conditions of adequacy (scattering of language distances, the Anti-Babelic principle). Longobardi & Guardiano (2009) argued that PCM provided language distances and preliminary taxonomies in good empirical agreement with some independent historical evidence, within and outside of the Indo-European family. Bortolussi et al. (2011) argued that the probability of many of the language distances that are empirically calculated by PCM is significant beyond chance, and hence calls for a historical explanation. Finally, Longobardi (2012) argued that some apparently paradoxical instances of parallel developments can be readily explained by the structure of the syntactic theory underlying PCM.

Thanks to its reliance on a detailed theory of Universal Grammar (in particular a universal list of parameters), PCM is in principle capable of comparing any pair or set of natural languages. Actually, it was devised in order to potentially address unsolved long-range genealogical questions; to fully assess and increase its adequacy, however, it is crucial to first test its performance in domains whose genealogy is already known. Furthermore, it is important to test PCM’s ability to reconstruct chronologically deep phylogenies using exclusively modern language data, often the only available data outside Eurasia.

This article describes some experiments performed on a selection of 26 contemporary Indo-European varieties belonging to the Romance, Greek, Germanic, Celtic, Slavic, Indic and Iranian families. With respect to previous PCM experiments (cf. Longobardi & Guardiano 2009), the present article relies on:

a. Nine additional contemporary IE languages analyzed parametrically: Sicilian, (Northern) Calabrese, Bovese Greek, Danish, Icelandic, Slovenian, Polish, Farsi, and Marathi.

b. A much more refined grid of nominal parameters. The list and a brief description (the first of its kind) of the 56 parameters used, defining the variability of a single module (the internal structure of nominal phrases), is contained in the electronic support material (see the Appendix).

c. A wider range of statistical procedures (UPGMA trees, SplitsTree package, distribution and correlation tests, Structure, PAUP*).

The experiments produced two major results:
1. The current version of PCM identifies the main subfamilies of Indo-European strikingly well, even from modern languages only, performing genealogically as accurately as lexical methods.

2. 'Horizontal' transmission (interference) does not seem to limit the effectiveness of PCM to the extent of seriously undermining the correct representation of the main 'vertical' relations.

We contend, thus, that generative grammar, and more generally the bio-cognitive framework of which it is a salient part (Roberts to appear), is not only an insightful theory of mind (Chomsky 1975) and of its synchronic (Chomsky 1981 and following work) and diachronic (Lightfoot 1979) variability: it can also become a true historical science, capable of gaining insights into the actual (pre)history of human populations, no less than the successful historical-comparative enterprise of the 19th century. In turn, such historical success of generative parameters brings about new qualitative evidence that parameters are really at work in language transmission through time, hence, ultimately, in the actual processes of language acquisition.

This article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an outline of the recent debate about the reconstruction of genealogical relationships within Indo-European on a quantitative/statistical basis; Section 3 discusses a class of experiments performed over the novel database of syntactic (parametric) data with the aid of a selection of distance-based taxonomic algorithms of biostatistic derivation, and compares the results with those provided by lexical taxonomic characters (i.e. the cognacy judgments provided in Dyen et al's 1992 database); Section 4 proposes two preliminary tests with character-based algorithms, and provides comments about the role of plausible interference effects (i.e. contact) on the taxonomies produced; Section 5 lists the relevant conclusions.

2. Indo-European classifications on a quantitative basis

2.1 Quantitative taxonomies

Many subfamilies of Indo-European, often identified long before the establishment of the classical comparative method, are undiscussed. The hypotheses of intermediate units (aggregations across subgroups, position of isolates) are more debated, such as, for instance, the Balto-Slavic hypothesis (Schleicher 1861–1862, Szemerényi 1957, contra Meillet 1905, 1924) or the Italo-Celtic one (Meillet 1922, also cf. recently, e.g., Ringe et al. 2002). Even the model of Indo-Iranian as a secondary proto-language simply diverging into Indic and Iranian (and Nuristani), reconstructed mainly from their earliest literary stages of the former two (Meillet 1922), has been occasionally called into question (Lazzaroni 1968).
In recent years, all such questions are being readdressed with the aid of statistical and computational methods. This quantification of relatedness across IE languages has still been mostly based on lexical datasets: the most frequently adopted is Dyen et al.'s (1992) 'Comparative Indo-European data corpus', where a 200-item Swadesh list (Swadesh 1950) is translated into 95 Indo-European languages, with (idealized) binary cognacy judgments provided for all pairs of synonyms.

Phylogenetic computational procedures derive mainly from those of molecular biologists and, according to the nature of the input, fall into two main types: distance-based and character-based. Character-based algorithms deal with matrices of finite-state characters, and the chronological distance of each single taxonomic unit from the root is calculated without assuming any uniform rate of evolution across the tree. Conversely, distance-based algorithms are more flexible with respect to the nature of the input (i.e., they can work with different typologies of data, a priori uniformed by the distance metrics), but are subject to rigid restrictions on the form of the output; for instance, most of them assume a constant rate of evolution across the tree, which might produce misleading effects on the topologies (cf. Section 3.3 below).

An extensive list of effective linguistic implementations of algorithms from the classic PHYLIP package (Neighbour, Fitch and Kitsch: Felsenstein 1993), all empirically relying on Dyen et al. (1992), is reported in McMahon & McMahon (2003, 2005), with the purpose of singling out those most appropriate for linguistic data; they suggest that distance-based algorithms are more viable than character-based ones. In the same vein, Nakhleh et al. (2005) discuss various experiments on six reconstruction methods (both character-based and distance-based) and on four different versions of an Indo-European lexical database (for further discussion cf. at least Lohr 1998, van Cort 2001, Rigon 2009, 2012, Barbançon et al. to appear).

In contrast, some other scholars have used algorithms directly, taking linguistic characters as input, e.g. works by Gray, Atkinson and their collaborators, and Ringe et al. (2002). Gray & Atkinson’s (2003) input is based on Dyen et al’s (1992) dataset; their experiments are more explicitly aimed at dating splits and testing the two most disputed hypotheses on the origin of Indo-Europeans, the ‘Kurgan expansion’ (Gimbutas 1973) and ‘Anatolia farming’ (Renfrew’s 1987 ‘Neolithic Discontinuity Theory’). Ringe et al.’s (2002) work is notable because it develops a phylogenetic algorithm specifically conceived for the analysis of language relationships, and stresses the practical difficulties in assigning discrete values to lexical correspondences. They adopt taxonomic characters of three types: root correspondences (2002: 333), sound correspondences (2002: 22) and correspondences in inflectional endings (2002: 15), all encoded as binary. Their experiments across 24 Indo-European ancient and modern languages suggest the possibility of constructing a stable evolutionary tree for Indo-European; their conclusions sustain
the Italo-Celtic hypothesis with "respectable support" (Ringe et al. 2002: 112), and Greek-Armenian unity, though with "significantly poorer" evidence (Ringe et al. 2002: 102); no counterevidence is prompted against Balto-Slavic and Indo-Iranian.

2.2 Beyond classical trees

The methods described above are mainly used to produce evolutionary trees, essentially still in the tradition of Schleicher's (1861–1862) Stammbaum: they often assume a root, and always one single possible path between each pair of leaves. As is known, such classical graphs only encode genealogical (i.e. vertical) transmission and cannot represent secondary convergence (i.e. horizontal transmission), to which lexical characteristics are particularly sensitive (Thomason & Kaufman 1988, Thomason 2001, 2004, 2010, among others). In biology, network graphs have been elaborated precisely to deal with "cases where a particular genetic sequence has more than one possible history" (McMahon & McMahon 2005: 140); networks collapse different trees into a single representation of all possible transmission paths. When different possible branchings are in conflict, a tree must choose one, while a network provides a reticulation, i.e. it depicts all the possible branches together. Thus, networks represent historical relations without favoring vertical over horizontal transmission. For this reason, network programs have been advocated in linguistics as well (cf., among many others, McMahon & McMahon 2005, McMahon et al. 2005, McMahon 2010, Noonan 2010, Nelson-Sathi et al. 2010), under the traditional (essentially since Schmidt's 1872 Wellentheorie) idea that "the diversification of the Indo-European family must be modeled at least in part as a network rather than a tree" (Ringe et al. 2002: 110).

3. Indo-European classification on a syntactic basis

3.1 The rise of PCM

The computational attempts to analyze relations within Indo-European have been encouraging, though hardly uncontroversial. One difficulty, perhaps, is that the programs adopted are only partially adequate to deal with language history (Nakhleh et al. 2005); but another may be that lexical characteristics are not unconditionally suitable for effective measurement, because many lexical correspondences are only arbitrarily reducible to discrete units. Longobardi & Guardiano (2009) list and briefly exemplify four subcases, in which relevant affinities between lexical items cannot be easily reduced to binary, or perhaps even discretely computable correspondences (partial correspondence of form, partial correspondence...
of meaning, correspondence of form with no correspondence of meaning, identi-
cal peculiar semantic shifts in the same cultural area with no correspondence of
form). Many such difficulties are well represented in the attempt to compute rela-
tive distances among IE languages from, say, four unquestionable cognates like
German gieße 'I pour', Italian fonda 'I melt', Sanskrit juhomi 'I pour', and Ancient
Greek χέω 'I pour', which all variously differ from each other regarding redupli-
cation, Ablaut grade, suffix, infixation, ending, or meaning.

Using sound laws (still a broad-sense lexical device, in our terminology, since
they are based on the arbitrary distribution of sounds across the vocabulary) cir-
cumvents some of these problems, but others may arise. For instance, if a sound
law has different subclauses (e.g. the three shifts of Grimm's law), how many iden-
tities/differences should be counted between two languages with respect to it? The
problem is especially acute for, e.g., microvariation in the German second conso-
nant shift, which is dialectally quite non-uniform.

In any case, some non-trivial arbitrary manipulation seems inevitable to turn
lexical data into input characters for precise quantitative experiments. Therefore,
the idea of considering taxonomic characters beyond the vocabulary has often
2005, among others). Longobardi (2003), developing some ideas from Roberts
(1998), suggested that syntactic parameters are particularly suited to function as
comparanda for phylogenetic reconstruction, because they require little arbitrary
idealization, since they are endowed by definition with formal properties (dis-
creteness and universality) that guarantee longest-range comparison, quantitative
exactness, and no ambiguity of settings (Chomsky 1981, Lightfoot 1991, Baker

While parameter values can in principle measure syntactic distances within
any set of languages, no single binary parameter can, of course, prove kinship be-
tween two languages; however, since each parametric comparison yields a clear-
cut answer, one can calculate probabilistic thresholds (Bortolussi et al. 2011).
Longobardi (2003) also suggested, as a strategy of realistic size, to study relatively
many parameters in relatively many languages, at the acceptable cost of focusing on
one compact module of grammar (Modularized Global Parametrization, MGP).
Among its advantages, MGP allows for a better identification of cross-parametric
implications and for a probabilistically sounder sample/population ratio.

3.2 The parametric database

An updated database has been used in the parametric experiments presented
in this article. It consists of 56 binary parameters, all, in agreement with MGP,
defining properties of nominal structures, identified on the basis of the existing
literature (Longobardi 1994, 2001, 2005, 2008, Plank 2003, Alexiadou et al. 2007, Ghomeshi et al. 2009, Keenan & Paperno 2012, among many others) and ongoing investigation. A salient feature of this type of datasets, stressed in Longobardi & Guardiano (2009), is that in many cases the value of a parameter is entirely

Figure 1. Table A (56 nominal parameters and their settings in 26 contemporary IE languages)
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predictable from those of other parameters (also cf. Baker 2001), and thus represents information to be completely disregarded for taxonomic purposes. Figure 1 presents the parameters and their settings, in the format introduced in Longobardi & Guardiano (2009). The alternative states are encoded as ‘+’ and ‘−’, while the neutralized states resulting from implications across parameters are coded as ‘0’; the conditions determining 0 for a parameter are indicated next to the name of that parameter in the second column. A few empirically uncertain states, indicated by ‘?’, are also treated as 0s for the purposes of taxonomic computations. A brief description of the 56 nominal parameters, as well as the illustration of their implications, is available in the electronic support material (see the Appendix).

The phylogenetic experiments have been performed on two distinct sets of Indo-European languages. One includes 26 contemporary varieties (Sicilian: Sic, Northern Calabrese: Cal, Italian: It, Salentino: Sal, Spanish: Sp, French: Fr, Portuguese: Ptg; Rumanian: Rm; Bovese Greek of Southern Calabria: BoG; Grico, i.e. Greek of Salento: Gri, standard Greek: Grk, English: E, German: D, Danish: Da, Icelandic: Ice, Norwegian: Nor, Bulgarian: Blg, Serbo-Croatian: SC, Slovenian: Slo, Polish: Po, Russian: Rus, Irish: Ir, Welsh: Wel, Farsi: Far, Marathi: Ma, Hindi: Hi). The other consists of the subset of 21 such varieties overlapping with those of Dyen et al.’s (1992) database (which does not include the five Greek and Romance dialectal varieties of Southern Italy).

3.3 Phylogenetic algorithms

Among phylogenetic algorithms, character-based ones, though more precisely representing language history (Rigon 2009, Barbançon et al. to appear), are less suitable in our context for two reasons. First, the implications among parameters, very pervasive within the same module, violate their crucial assumption of character independence. Second, character-based algorithms produce more informative results when the input is supplemented with additional information, especially regarding the directionality of change (e.g. the markedness theory assumed in Ringe’s experiments) or the characters’ stability (i.e. the possibility of assigning each character a weight, according to how resistant it appears to change). At the present stage, we cannot yet rely on a solid theory of parameter resetting, therefore no such information was included in the input. Thus, distance-based methods appear more readily applicable: they minimize the effects of internal dependencies across parameters, and allow phylogenetic hypotheses even in the absence of a refined theory of diachronic change.

Following Longobardi & Guardiano (2009), the number of parametric identities and differences for each pair of languages was first represented as an ordered pair of non-negative numbers (i; d) and then normalized to a monadic figure, the
Figure 2. Matrix of parametric (syntactic) distances

Jaccard-Tanimoto distance \(d/(d+i)\), to neutralize most drawbacks of the cross-parametric dependencies. Hence, two identically set languages will have distance 0, two with all opposite settings distance 1, all other cases falling in between. Such distances are represented in Figure 2.

The algorithms that turned out to be most effective with parametric data (Rigon 2009, Longobardi & Guardiano 2009), i.e. UPGMA (Sokal & Michener 1958) and Kitsch (from the PHYLIP package, Felsenstein 1993), have the further property of producing ‘ultrametric trees’; i.e. trees complying with the ‘molecular clock hypothesis’ (Bromham & Penny 2003, Felsenstein 1993, 2004): in the rooted trees produced, the length of each branch, that is the distance between the root and every single leaf, is uniform. This requires all the languages to be chronologically equidistant from the root; the method treats all taxonomic units as leaves, i.e. it does not place any language on non-terminal (ancestral) nodes; a tree from languages of different chronological attestation is only possible under the risky idealization that they can be all viewed as coeval. For the purpose of argument rigor, this idealization has not been pursued here; therefore, the five ancient varieties of Longobardi & Guardiano’s (2009) database (i.e., Latin, Classical Greek, New Testament Greek, Gothic and Old English) have not been included in the present experiments.

3.4 Distance-based trees and networks

The rooted trees in Figures 3–4 have been obtained from the syntactic distances through UPGMA and Kitsch, after bootstrapping the input with 1,000 resamples. Bootstrapping is a resampling procedure aimed at testing the solidity of the classification (the robustness of each single branching and of the tree as a whole): the data are resampled sequentially, i.e. a given percentage of the characters is...
removed and replaced by others randomly chosen within the same corpus, so that new matrices are produced and in turn used as input for further tree-experiments. The procedure can be repeated thousands of times, according to the size of the database. The final result is a tree where each non-terminal node is labeled with the number of the iterations supporting that particular branching.

The corresponding networks (Figures 5–6) have been generated from the algorithms ConsensusTree and Equalangle (contained in the 'SplitsTree' package, Huson & Bryant 2006), using as an input the same 1,000 trees resampled through UPGMA and Kitsch, respectively.
Figure 5. Network from 1,000 trees resampled by UPGMA

Figure 6. Network from 1,000 trees resampled by Kitsch
The trees, as well as the networks, are remarkably consistent with each other, and with the suggestions of traditional scholarship.

The Romance languages have been grouped together in all experiments, though bootstrapping values in the trees are lower than 500 for most of the nodes. Rumanian always appears as the outlier; Iberian unity is well-represented, and the Italian varieties are appropriately placed, with the three Southern dialects (Northern Calabrese, Sicilian and Salentino) clustered together, and their internal articulation reflecting the traditional separation (Pellegrini 1977) between 'Extreme' Southern dialects (here Salentino and Sicilian) and 'Intermediate' Southern ones (Northern Calabrese). Only the position of French is slightly variable: under several replications, in the trees it shows up as an outlier of the Italian group, of the Iberian cluster, or even of a larger cluster including both. Rumanian is never attracted towards any other group in particular; its isolation, and its relations with the other languages of the area, may have produced some divergence from the core of the ancestral family, but actual convergence with the surrounding Balkan languages is limited (cf. Section 4.3 below).

The three Greek varieties (standard Greek, Grico and Bovese Greek) are included under one and the same node, with significant bootstrapping values (653 UPGMA, 620 Kitsch). The two of Southern Italy are clustered apart (665 UPGMA, 662 Kitsch). Thus, the very obvious contact between Romance and Greek in Southern Italy (Guardiano & Stavrou to appear) is not overrepresented: the two Greek dialects are never misclustered with any of the Romance languages rather than with homeland Greek.

Slavic unity is also well recognized in trees and networks. One disparity between PCM and traditional evidence concerns its internal articulation, namely, only two of the three Southern varieties, i.e. Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian, are clustered together (with high bootstrapping values in both trees: 675 UPGMA, 884 Kitsch), while Bulgarian systematically shows up as the outlier of the whole family. This is a taxonomic factual mistake (Guardiano & Longobardi 2005: 166): given three languages X, Y and Z, X turns out to be closer to Y than to Z (or vice versa), while the opposite is true according to independently well-established taxonomies. The cluster of all the Slavic languages, excluding Bulgarian, is supported by a significant bootstrapping index (715 UPGMA, 723 Kitsch); on the contrary, the node including Bulgarian is associated with smaller values. Such a position of Bulgarian is also replicated in the two networks. Here, all the Slavic varieties are grouped together, while Bulgarian appears on a separate branch. Yet, precisely as with Rumanian, no evidence of systematic attraction from one external group is visible; indeed, no particular branch (or reticulate of branches) connects Bulgarian to a non-Slavic language. Actually, Bulgarian contrasts with the rest of Slavic in three parameters. In p7 (DGP) and p29 (GFR), Bulgarian exhibits a ‘+’ (like many...
non-Slavic languages of the sample), while the other Slavic languages homogeneously select '−'. In p32 (GFO), Bulgarian exhibits a '−', while the rest of Slavic homogeneously selects '+'. Precisely two of the mentioned parameters (p7, DGP and p29, GFR) are responsible for intricate cascades of implications, so that their values in the Slavic languages other than Bulgarian trigger a high number of zeros. Now, as noted, the distance measure adopted here successfully normalizes the zeros in the assessment of similarities/differences, but cannot avoid their reducing the potential for comparison and the overall balance of differences and identities. In any case, contrary to some recent literature (for recent contributions, see at least Joseph 1999, Thomason 2000, Tomic 2003), which suggests that the grammar is even more sensitive to contact than the lexicon within the Balkan Sprachbund, PCM misplaces none of the languages of the area outside its genealogical family.

The two Celtic languages are systematically clustered together, with remarkably high bootstrapping values (896 UPGMA, 856 Kitsch).

The Germanic group is recognized as well, and its internal articulation into Northern and Western varieties is acknowledged, though less significantly supported by bootstrapping values.

Celtic and Germanic are then clustered together in the two trees; even though such a higher cluster is not supported by significant bootstrapping values, it recurs in the experiments performed. The two groups also appear in one and the same region of the networks, which (especially the one produced through UPGMA) confirm the existence of the two families but also their closeness, particularly affecting the Western branch of Germanic. Although between English and Welsh convergence effects have unquestionably existed (Willis 2008), within Figure 1 only the value of parameter 23 (FSP) seems identical in Celtic and West Germanic to the exclusion of their neighbors or kin (it is only further shared with remote Farsi) and thus may represent a common secondary innovation; for the rest, the whole extent of C Sko–Germanic similarity is not obviously traceable to particular points of our dataset. No experiments, on the contrary, provide any evidence for an Italo–Celtic unit.

The most interesting point concerns the Indic and Iranian languages. In the trees, the two Indic languages, displaying identical nominal syntax, correctly cluster under the same node, with the highest bootstrapping values (995 UPGMA, 993 Kitsch). Farsi, instead, is the outlier of the whole tree in both topologies, a position corroborated by high values of bootstrapping, especially in the tree produced by Kitsch (900; 738 UPGMA). Thus, no Indo-Iranian unity is recognized when a strict genealogical model is assumed. Their relative proximity, however, shows up moderately in the networks, where the three varieties are grouped in one separate section. Here, Farsi is on a branch longer than any other of the network, thus suggesting a higher number of mutations, in principle due either to isolation, which is
historically implausible, or to mixing with external varieties. More forcefully, the
relation between Farsi and Indic is suggested by the particular additional experi­
ment attempted in Section 4.1. below.

However, it is most remarkable that the failure of the trees in perceiving Indo­
Iranian as a genealogical unit is exactly shared with Dyen et al's (1992) lexicostatis­
tical experiment. In their results, while the highest percentage of cognates exhibited
by Iranian is indeed with the Indic cluster (18.1), Indic exhibits a higher percent­
age of cognates with the so-called 'Mesoeuropean' set, i.e. Central European IE
languages (18.6): as a consequence, Indo-Iranian fails their subgrouping method,
which would require a cognacy percentage of 21.1 (= 18.6 + 2.5). Second, the per­
centage of cognates between an Indo-Aryan and an Iranian language ranges from
9.4 (Singhalese-Afghan) to 25.4 (Panjabi-Baluchi), indeed suggesting some rele­
vance of areal closeness/distance. For Dyen et al., a range of 16 percentage points
of internal variability is too high to characterize a well-defined group. They justify
the discrepancy between their lexicostatistical classification and the traditional
Indo-Iranian hypothesis with the self-imposed restriction to contemporary word
lists: they suppose that the method, if applied to older stages of Indic (i.e. Sanskrit)
and Iranian (i.e. Avestan, Old Persian) evidence, might perhaps identify an Indo­
Iranian group. Meillet's (1922: 25–30) and others' conclusion that Indo-Aryan and
Iranian continue a specific proto-language is based precisely on evidence from Old
Persian, Avestan, and Sanskrit. Thus, the failure of the lexicostatistical (as well as
the syntactic) experiments in confirming Indo-Iranian may result from the loss of
evidence in the modern languages: "this erosion is conceivably great enough that
contemporary languages fail clearly to reveal the group, whether the data used are
lexicostatistical or those of common innovations" (Dyen et al. 1992: 48).

Speaking of secondary interference effects, the percentage of cognates has
been considerably deflated by the massive borrowing into Iranian of lexical items
coming from languages belonging to non-native populations that, since the first
millennium AD, have dominated in the area, e.g. Arabic.

In syntactic terms, Farsi exhibits at least four cases of parameter values which
are not shared with any other Indo-European variety of our sample, i.e. p3 (FGG),
p19 (CCN), p46 (NOO) and p55 (AMO), plus two further parameters (p16, CPS,
and p22, FFS), whose value (−), within Indo-European, is shared with Welsh (p16,
CPS) and English (p22, FFS) only. Of these parameters, the values of p3 (FGG)
and p16 (CPS) are shared by Uralic and Altaic languages: this could be taken as a
marker of Central Asian influence. Finally, p46 (NOO) affects the position of nouns
with respect to adjectives, and its value is partly shared with Semitic languages, as
the possible correspondent to Arabic loanwords in the lexicon. However, only an
analysis of more Iranian and Indic languages could sway syntactic evidence either
in favor or against skepticism about Indo-Iranian.
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3.5 Syntax and lexicon

The parallelism of syntactic and lexical analyses in a critical case (the Indo-Iranian question) suggests the opportunity of pursuing such comparison more generally, refining an enterprise inaugurated in Longobardi & Guardiano (2009).

With Dyen et al’s (1992) database, distances can be computed as the complement of the percentage of cognates shared between any two languages in a pair. By way of illustration, the percentage of cognate forms between Italian and French amounts to 80.3%; thus, if measured on a scale ranging from 0 to 100, their distance turns out to be 19.7 (0.197 on a scale ranging from 0 to 1). As mentioned, 21 languages of our sample overlap with those of Dyen et al. (which does not include the five Greek and Romance dialectal varieties of Southern Italy), allowing for comparisons.

First, the two distance matrices (Figure 7) reveal that syntactic distances are significantly smaller than lexical ones. For most pairs, the ratio between the two, attended around 3:4, is considerably smaller, varying between 1:3 and 1:4 (mean = 1:3.6). Such a difference hints at the formal demonstration that the composition of the basic vocabulary has changed more rapidly than (at least nominal) syntax in the history of these 21 Indo-European languages.

The distribution of syntactic distances in the matrix can be assimilated to a Normal: this is shown in the histogram in Figure 8. On the contrary, lexical distances (Figure 9) display a Bimodal distribution, with a first peak for the interval 0.3–0.4 and a second at 0.8–0.9. In other words, it seems that lexical distances are able to clearly detect taxonomic signals up to 0.5; on higher values, they tend to saturate, i.e. to become uninformative because they are no longer able to scatter on different degrees of relationship. Notice that all syntactic distances distribute
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Figure 7. Matrix of syntactic and lexical distances (21 IE languages)
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A correlation test between the two distance matrices (Mantel test) shows that lexical and syntactic distances are highly correlated ($r = 0.7285$; $p < 0.001$; 9,999 permutations), thus proving wrong the hypothesis of orthogonality between lexicon and syntax. However, this does not provide any evidence that their relationship is linear, i.e. that they return fully overlapping information. The proof against the overlapping hypothesis is well visible in Figure 10, where lexical distances are plotted against syntactic ones. The graph neatly identifies two clouds: the bottom-left one shows an essentially proportional increase of the two distances, thus a linear covariation; the top cloud has a more compact distribution: lexical distances show
little variation, as expected the more they approximate to 1, while syntactic distances remain more scattered. The language pairs corresponding to the dots on the first cloud are all and only those where both languages belong to the same subfamily. This suggests that lexical distances minimize the internal relations within the same subgroup, while maximizing those across distinct subgroups.

In any case, the tree topologies in Figures 11–12, drawn from the lexical and the syntactic distance matrices respectively, largely overlap, with a few low-level differences.\textsuperscript{10} Within Romance, the position of French is variable: the lexical tree suggests some unity with Italian, while the syntactic tree separates them.
Germanic, both trees recognize the Northern group (with Icelandic as the outlier), though the syntactic tree identifies the Western unit as well, not detected in the lexical one. The superordinate node that groups Germanic and Celtic together only appears in the syntactic tree: the lexical one separates the two groups. Within Slavic, the lexical tree captures some relation between Bulgarian and Serbo-Croatian, but, again, does not properly recognize Southern Slavic unity, as Slovenian shows up as the outlier of the whole group. The position of Russian and Polish, instead, varies slightly in the two trees.

4. Further testing

4.1 Multiple ancestors: A character-based experiment

In the past years, biostatisticians have developed clustering methods that are neither based on phylogenetic models nor assume tree-like representations. These methods are of great interest for molecular anthropologists, because they allow taxonomic classifications not dependent on predefined evolutionary paths. The major difference with tree-like representations is that taxonomic units are treated as sets of elements coming from different ancestors, whose impact can be evaluated separately, rather than as single-fathered entities. One such algorithm, Structure (Pritchard et al. 2000), has recently been argued to be appropriate for the purposes of language classification (Reesink et al. 2009). It implements a Bayesian clustering technique that assumes a model with a number (call it K) of unspecified or unknown ancestral populations, each characterized by a salient set of properties.
(e.g. allele frequencies at each DNA locus). As a result, individuals, on the basis of their genotypic profile, are assigned either to one, or jointly to two or more, of the K populations; in the latter case, they are considered as the result of admixture between different ancestral populations.

*Structure* is character-based. As such, it assumes characters to be unlinked to each other, and thus cannot simply use the parametric matrix as an input, because of the noted pervasive interdependencies across parameters. Thus, to explore how syntactic data behave in such a non-phylogenetic model, we manipulated the parameter grid, trying to minimize the impact of the implications and treat parameters as ideally independent: the subset of parameters exhibiting less than ten blanks ('0' or '?') across all languages was singled out. In this way, the amount of information suitable for the experiment was inevitably reduced: only 37 out of the 56 parameters could indeed be selected. Notice that the reduction of the comparanda obviously makes taxonomic hypotheses less stable, increasing the probability of mistakes, as already experienced in studies on DNA polymorphisms. Furthermore, our selection was not based on qualitative criteria of genealogical stability, adding to the risk of accidentally overestimating or underestimating differences and identities. In fact, any attempt to adapt the parameter probe to character-based algorithms involves violating some constraints, and this could undermine the reliability of the results. Ideally, one should be able to devise an appropriate character-based algorithm able to deal with the complex implicational structure of the whole set of parameters, i.e. of truly treating zeros as implied information rather than as missing values. No such situation seems to have arisen with molecular-genetic databases, so that no biostatistical program has so far been designed for these purposes.

To test the basic reliability of the subset, we first built phylogenetic trees from the corresponding distances (Figures 13–14) and checked them against the ones based on all the parameters. Beyond less relevant readjustments in the subarticulation of Romance and Slavic, there are no differences with the trees generated from the full dataset. The trees were generated without bootstrapping, owing to the inevitably small number of replaceable characters in the reduced dataset.

We ran *Structure* for K values from 2 to 8, K = 5 being the one with the lowest average log-likelihood value (hence the 'best', Figure 15). The results are represented in the form of barplots, each bar corresponding to a language, and colors representing the contribution of each of the supposed K ancestral 'populations'. The experiments with K = 5 were replicated ten times, and all the replications produced the same pattern. Such a result independently attests the statistical solidity of the subset of parameters selected.

Empirically, the clusters in Figure 15 match the taxonomic aggregations of the distance-based phylogenetic trees in several respects. Notice that five optimal
ancestors are actually one fewer than the traditionally well recognized families for the languages of our sample (Romance, Slavic, Greek, Celtic, Germanic, and Indo-Iranian), inevitably anticipating one forced clustering (see below).

Two languages (Rumanian and Bulgarian) immediately appear as likely to have very mixed ancestry. In the others, one component is always saliently prevailing. The red component dominates in the Romance languages, confirming their recent
common ancestry; the sole exception is indeed Rumanian, which displays significant manifestations of the green, orange, and blue components. Thus, Rumanian is weakly assigned to the varieties characterized by the red component, but is not distinctly associated to any of the other potential ancestors; this is coherent with the information provided in the networks obtained from the complete dataset.

The three Greek varieties are all overwhelmingly marked by the green component. The red (Romance) component does not show up significantly in the two varieties of Southern Italy, in any case no more there than in Modern Greek; this confirms that contact with Romance in Southern Italy has not obscured their genealogical origin.

The Slavic varieties, with the exception of Bulgarian, show an almost complete absence of contributions from other components. In Bulgarian, besides the common Slavic component (i.e. the yellow one), others are detectable (though, as in Rumanian, not necessarily those prevailing in its closest neighbors), so that here Bulgarian is hardly identified as a member of the Slavic family. However, at least the proportion of the other components in its structure does not allow for more salient alternative hypotheses of grouping.

The expected 'forced' aggregation concerns Germanic and Celtic, in which the same blue component dominates, so that they cannot be plausibly attributed to separate intermediate ancestors. Actually, the closeness of Germanic and Celtic languages was overstated in the networks as well.

The Indic varieties are characterized by the same orange component that appears conspicuously in the bar of Farsi (and rather less saliently also in some other bars). This result is more in line with the topology of the networks.
experiments suggest some Indo-Iranian affinity, not equally recognized in any of
the trees, i.e. when a stricter genealogical model is assumed. One should conclude
that, within the sample, the strongest ancestral component is shared by Farsi with
the two Indic languages, although this does not necessarily speak for a genealogi­
cal relationship, at least from the evidence of modern languages. In any case, the
graph of *Structure* confirms that it was not interference from other Indo-European
components of our sample that has syntactically detached Farsi from Indo-Aryan.
This matches the particular length of the Farsi branch exhibited by the networks.

To summarize, the outcomes of this first implementation of *Structure* on para­
metric data do not contradict any of the hypotheses which emerged from the cor­
responding phylogenetic experiments, but also in some cases (the composite struc­
ture of Bulgarian and Rumanian) directly suggest plausible effects of admixture.

### 4.2 Preliminary character-based phylogenies

Once a parameter subset, relatively informative in spite of its limits (low number
of variable sites, high amount of missing data, non-independence of many char­
acters), was selected for use with *Structure*, it became tempting to test it with a
character-based algorithm of a strictly phylogenetic type. Here, the present lack
of directionality and weighting information is an even more serious bias. Indeed
we chose a parsimony (the ‘maximum parsimony method’ was first discussed
in Edwards & Cavalli-Sforza 1963, cf. also Felsenstein 2004) program, PAUP* (Swofford
2003), that does not require any explicit model of character evolution. Parsimony
algorithms search for best trees assuming that the lowest amount of
change occurred between the nodes and a common ancestor; their output is a se­
ties of trees tied at their best parsimony score (i.e. which share the minimum num­
ber of changes). With lexical data, parsimony-based methods have been claimed
to yield the best performances (Barbançon et al. to appear).

As the trees produced are unrooted, a certainly remote outlier language, Wolof
(from the West Atlantic family of Niger-Congo), was included in order to root
them. After an analysis through a branch-and-bound search, the program was able
to produce 59 different trees, which require a total of 50 changes.

Then, a consensus tree (Figure 16) was built through the ‘extended majority
rule’. Despite the noted limitations, it is consistent with *Structure*. Farsi is, once
more, the outlier of Indo-European. Most of the genealogical subgroupings are cor­
rectly recognized, and display high consensus values: the two Celtic languages are
always grouped together, like the two Indic ones and the compact group consisting
of all Slavic languages but Bulgarian; most of the trees (55 out of 59) acknowledge
the Greek group and its internal articulation, as well as Romance unity (53 out of
59) including Rumanian. As for Bulgarian, the composite nature emerged from
Figure 16. PAUP* consensus tree, from the reduced parameter grid (37 parameters).

Structure seems to affect its position in the tree: it is not included in the Slavic cluster, although it shows up close to it. Finally, the program expectedly fails to acknowledge the Germanic cluster; the overstated closeness between Celtic and West Germanic, which biases the reduced dataset also with Structure, emerges here as well; however, the cluster including Germanic and Celtic displays consensus values consistently lower than the others, thus resulting as the weakest of the whole tree.

4.3 Some remarks on language contact

In general, all algorithms and datasets agree in presenting obvious points of taxonomic failure only in a modest number of cases; rather interestingly, they are all
cases where geography and known history independently suggest the possibility of areal contact: the questionable positions of Farsi and of Bulgarian in the full dataset with 56 parameters and the overstated Celtic-West Germanic relation, in the reduced one.

Even if such plausible effects of horizontal transmission may help explain some of these perturbations of genealogical expectations, on the other side they are in any case limited enough and relatively controllable. First, programs such as Structure turned out to be able to warn us in any case about the possible mixed syntactic character of some Balkan languages, such as Rumanian and Bulgarian, yet interference is not so strong as to pull them away from Romance and Slavic, respectively (except for Bulgarian in a subset of the experiments with the reduced dataset).

Second, in other cases of obvious contact, like that of unbalanced interference affecting Southern Italian Greek, the expected genealogy is not disrupted by such effects under any program used.15

Third, secondary convergence may have contributed to the attraction between Celtic and West Germanic so visible in experiments with the reduced dataset, but is far from having caused it. Actually, one of the advantages of the parametric approach is that it allows one to define precisely a notion of potentially borrowed characters as follows: potentially borrowed characters are those parameter values shared by a language supposedly targeted by interference (e.g. Grico) with its neighbors (e.g. Italo-Romance), but crucially not with its closest genealogical relatives (e.g. homeland Greek). This provides a rough tool for measuring the plausibility of contact-based explanations. In this sense, the maximal set of characters potentially borrowed by Grico from any one of the three Romance dialects of Southern Italy in our sample is four out of 38 comparable parameter values (i.e. 10.5%); it reduces to 2/37 in Bovese (5.4%). Recall that all methods have been still able to connect Grico, Bovese, and homeland Greek to a common ancestry.

In the same vein, the perturbation of vertical expectations for Rumanian and Bulgarian can be correctly foreseen to be only marginally detectable, though possibly overstated by the combined contact sources of the area: Bulgarian may have maximally borrowed from Greek two parameter values (p7, DGP and p8, DGR) out of 40 (5%), and four out of 39 (less than 10.3%) from Rumanian (p7, DGP, p8, DGR, p12, DCN, and p32, GFO). This is expectedly not enough to remove it steadily from Slavic (only in PAUP* does it occur slightly out of its family, even if it is not attracted by any language in particular), though it may reinforce its surprising peripheral position in the family, because p7 (DGP) and p8 (DGR) are very consequential in terms of the neutralizing force their '−' value exerts on other parameters.16 Rumanian, in turn, may have maximally borrowed three parameter values out of 40 (7.5%) from Greek (p29, GFR, p35, APO, and p43, TSL) and, indeed, shares one relevant (p12, DCN) out of 39 with Bulgarian (about 2.5%). With
such values, it is not surprising that only the reduced dataset displays questionable
taxonomic choices.

As noted above, no convergence of equal size and solidity can be identified in
our parametric database for Celtic and West Germanic. This fact, compared to the
Southern Italian and Balkan situation, suggests that some small amount of homoplas y
rather than simple interference is likely to bias the groupings of Germanic
and Celtic within the reduced dataset, which, precisely because it is smaller in size,
is more exposed to such chance factors.

Pending further research, it appears that neither horizontal transmission of
syntax nor homoplasy, for that matter, are such factors to severely impair the ef­
ficiveness of PCM, when applied to a robust number of parameters.

5. Summary

The application of various quantitative tools to parametric data already provides
support to traditionally well-substantiated genealogical groupings, and confirms
instability for taxonomies that previous comparative methods have equally chal­

lenged. It must be remarked that, presently, no available phylogenetic method
seems capable of handling the implicational structure that characterizes parametric
data; the application of those already existing inevitably implies some loss of
important information. Therefore, in order for parameter data to become even
more informative for phylogenetic purposes, it would be necessary to pursue the
implementation of dedicated algorithms and methods.

In particular, the use of character-based algorithms is for now weakened by
the absence of reliable models of markedness and parameter change/evolution.
However, it is important that parametric comparison already yields acceptable genealogical outcomes in advance of, and unbiased by, any such hypotheses and of
the inevitable idealizations and manipulations associated with them.

On the whole, only two points in our taxonomic results obtained from 56
parameters hint at some divergence from genealogies of traditional scholarship,
which have been crucially assisted, unlike ours, by evidence from ancient varieties:
the outlier position of Bulgarian within Slavic and that of Farsi. In the first case,
simply importing grammaticalized definiteness from Greek and/or Rumanian
may have overstated the position. In the second case, the intervention of minor ar­
eal interference from outside Indo-European is a plausible hypothesis (somewhat
detectable through the further experiments); in addition, the problem partly finds
parallelism in the outcome of vocabulary comparisons. Further local issues, such
as the excessive interconnection of Celtic and West Germanic, seem to only occur
as a byproduct of the reduced dataset.
In our view, once the rather moderate effects of horizontal transmission are properly factored out, the evidence of the refined experiments presented here appears to substantially back Longobardi & Guardiano's (2009) claim that parametric syntax encodes a genealogical signal of strength comparable to the lexical one.

Notes

* For useful suggestions and discussions we are especially indebted to F. Bernasconi, R. Lazzeroni, N. McCoy, C. Melchert, I. Roberts, D. Willis and two anonymous referees. The elaboration of this article has benefited from the ERC Advanced Grant n. 295733 (2012-2017) LANGLEIN, awarded to G. Longobardi. This article is dedicated to the memory of Calvert Watkins (1933-2013), who kindly discussed some preliminary ideas pursued here with two of us.

1. Two main versions of Swadesh's list of supposedly 'basic' (i.e. universal and culturally independent) meanings are available, with 100 and 200 items, respectively. For a detailed discussion of the impact of the list length in refining relatedness hypotheses, see Embleton (1986).

2. Bootstrapping values have turned out slightly lower than one might wish more generally (eight nodes exceed the threshold of 500 in UPGMA, seven in Kitsch). However this is certainly influenced by the relatively small number of relevant taxonomic characters. Furthermore, the bootstrapping procedure is not completely appropriate for treating parametric data, again because of the pervasive implicational structure, which is not taken into account in the perturbation of the matrix.


4. Divergence is one of the typical effects of the contact relations across the Balkan languages pointed out in Hock & Joseph (1996), among others.

5. Exceptions: Farsi, Hindi and Marathi are -p7 (DGP); Rumanian, Bovese Greek, Grico and Greek are -p29 (GFR).

6. For proposals regarding the properties associated with the absence of grammaticalized definiteness in the Slavic languages, cf. Bošković (2008a, 2008b, 2010). Even if certain interesting hypotheses of such works turned out to be correct (e.g., if no language without grammaticalized definite articles could have prepositional genitives), it would not be the two parameters p7 (DGP) and p29 (GFR) that would be implicationally related in the current formulation of Figure 1, so that this would not reduce the distance between Bulgarian and other Slavic languages.

7. In their subgrouping method, 2.5 is a safety coefficient called critical difference (c.f. Dyen et al. 1992:26).

8. By itself, this kind of evidence does not help one choose between the hypothesis of secondary contact as disrupting a primeval genealogical relatedness or as overstating an original looser kinship of the two groups. The hypothesis that many isoglosses shared by ancient Indic and
Iranian literary varieties derive in fact from cultural sharing in contiguous areas was suggested by Lazzeroni (1968, 1998), after a detailed exploration of their exact chronology.

9. Some statistical procedures were implemented in Bortolussi et al. (2011) on a corpus of roughly 10,000 fictitious languages, randomly generated, though according to the constraints imposed by the implicational structure of the parameter list. The experiment revealed that the highest value attended for syntactic distances cannot exceed 0.75 rather than 1 (cf. Guardiano and Longobardi’s 2005:161-2, Anti-Babelic Principle for precisely an expectation of this kind). Distance I must instead be attended for the vocabulary, given that two languages with no recognizable common etymology at all do precisely attain this value.

10. Both trees have been computed from a distance-matrix using Kitsch. A character matrix of the lexical data is not available; therefore, bootstrapping procedures cannot be implemented here.

11. For details on the selection cf. the support material in the Appendix.

12. Colonna et al. (2009) show that genetic structures are clearly detectable even within individuals from the same geographic domain (Europe) by using 239 STRs (Short Tandem Repeat) loci, while comparisons become uninformative when the number of loci is reduced to 36. Based on three continental populations (Afro-American, Asian and European), Turakulov & Eastal (2003) conclude that for the correct assignment of an individual to the continent of origin with a mean accuracy of at least 90%, a minimum of 65–100 Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) are needed, and the same holds for other genetic markers as STRs.

13. An anonymous referee correctly notices that phylogenetic classification is traditionally guided by the principle of shared innovations. This principle cannot be implemented in a distance-based method but is automatically embodied in a parsimony system, which is designed precisely to minimize homoplasy.

14. Consensus trees built through an extended majority rule retains all best nodes, even if they score lower than 50%. On the contrary, a majority rule retain only branchings with a consensus score higher than 50%.

15. The Greek varieties are associated with ‘minority’ communities and, traditionally, have not had any systematic exposure to their homeland variety (cf. the sources reviewed in Guardiano & Stavrou to appear).

16. Cf. Section 3.4 above. For the impact of the value ‘$\sim$’ of $P7$ (DGP) and $P8$ (DGR) on the overall implicational structure of Table A, cf. also the support material in the Appendix.
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